Businesses
Our area has had hundreds of businesses all of which except the three cemeteries were temporary.
Even one cemetery with at least 52 remains was dug into and used for fill dirt and used as a school
playground. Then after the children brought in r3emains they dug up for show and tell did the school
board hire an undertaker who exhumed 50 remains. The two Bunert grandparents had already been
exhumed and sent to Clinton Grove in Mt Clements. Also all over, cemeteries are in constant state of
change often leading to the ground being reused.
Businesses were and are under even more constant change in management and sometimes
location. Hundreds are already mentioned many with with fotos on pages prior to this one. The main
collection of information and pictures is on pages 161, 211, 217, 219,-279, 347, 365, 372, 379, 390,
405, 467-473-499, 513, 534, 1754-1754, On pages 4500-5699 is the most complete listing by
business name, years and location. I hope to print this as a book soon called Warren Area Businesses
and place it in our libraries.
I have converted my history books into a community Educational Archive. Please share your
pictures especially views of streets so it can be added to our community history here where it is free to
all. Send pictures and histories to wecare@dogoodforall.today
To find page numbers of a picture of a business consult the Index of this book. To find facts
about a business look in the Index Book for the entire Educational Historical Archive. Much of this is
online. If little or nothing is found that is because we need someone to send that information to this
community archive. Please share so our history can be preserved.
To see the best Quality and larger pictures use my free Educational History Archive DVD.
You can print any picture any size you desire. I have taken many of these pictures myself as a
photographer or have copied and and greatly improved the often damaged pictures to make them
better. In both of those cases I may hold the copyright. No one is going to fine you or arrest you for
printing a copy for yourself or for classroom use. All pictures have copyright limitations if you are
going to sell them. You should at least give the source if known. At least print it on the back of the
picture and include that in any printed matter. Frankly we do not know who took the majority of the
really old pictures in this book. Most of the ones from 1960 to present were taken by Wesley Arnold.
You have my permission to use them in the classroom but not for commercial sale. Ask me and if it is
for a good cause you may have a favorable result.
Because space is limited and because my picture count is already over 950 I will only add pictures
not already on previous pages. Again consult the Index.

Arnold Harwood ran this main lumber yard listed as lumber dealer in 1880 Census. He was a pastor of
the local ME church for 25 years. He was also a justice of the peace. His son later took the business
over. The 1900 census shows Homer Harwood 30 Publisher, Arnold Harwood 83 Lumber dealer.
Homer published Warren’s first newspaper the Warren Watchman. The printing office is at the left side
of this building. Two surviving copies of this paper exist see pages 4,300-.
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